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Experiments with intracerebral grafting studying the processes along the graft-host interface sometimes 
face a technical difficulty – determining of the exact borders of the graft. Processes of cell migration, 
decay, and gliosis may obscure the outline of the transplanted tissue. The present report aims to describe 
a new, simple, yet reliable method for optical demonstration of the graft-host interface. We performed 
oblique light microscopy using a standard bright field microscope with a built-in the condenser lens 
diffuser. This method demonstrated good contrast between graft and host brain tissue, regardless of 
the staining of the otherwise standard specimen. This is the first use of oblique light microscopy in the 
context of intracerebral transplantation. This method is an easy, replicable, and reliable way to delineate 
intracerebral grafts without additional histological preparations.
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Introduction

In the context of intracerebral transplantation, the graft-host interface is known to be a site of 
crucial processes of integration between transplanted cells and the recipient’s brain [1, 7, 9]. 
Intensive cell contacts, migration, but also cellular decay and reactive gliosis are known 
to happen along the border between the graft and the host brain [2, 4, 11, 13]. Histological 
evaluation of the relationship between the transplanted cells and the nervous tissue of the 
host requires the exact determination of the graft-host interface. Sometimes, however, this 
poses a significant difficulty for the investigator, due to ac cumulation of reactive cells [3, 
11] and the resulting intensive staining. Therefore, a method for reliable visualization of this 
interface is needed, in order to facilitate the evaluation of the processes around grafts.

Dark field microscopy has been previously used with CNS histological preparations 
to demonstrate white and grey matter structures based on their different refractive 
properties [10]. It was also used with intracerebral grafts, but only to visualize the fluo-
rescent nerve fibres growing out from them, and not for the graft tissue itself [5].

The aim of the present report is to give an account of a method involving oblique 
light microscopy for visualization of intracerebral grafts.
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Materials and Methods

Intracerebral grafting was performed in the standard unilateral 6-hydroxydopamine 
model of Parkinson’s disease, using single cell suspension of E14 ventral mesencephalic 
tissue. Details regarding the experimental setting are given in detail elsewhere [12].

The resulting 40 µm sections were stained immunohistochemically for GFAP and 
processed according to a standard protocol. Transparency of the dehydrated sections 
was achieved with immersion in xylene, and they were subsequently coverslipped with 
Histofluid (Marienfeld, Germany). Slides were observed using a standard bright field 
microscope (Leica DX1000). A diffusing element built in the condenser lens was used 
to direct the light beam in an oblique direction through the slide. A low power objective 
lens was implemented to observe and photograph the specimen with a standard camera. 
Same sections were observed using a dark field microscope in order to visually compare 
the structures demonstrated using both methods. Furthermore, serial sections processed 
according a different staining protocol (immunohistochemistry for tyrosine hydroxylase, 
a marker for the grafted neurons) were also observed for confirmation of the exact site 
of the graft-host interface.

Results

Observation of the histological preparations confirmed the presence of intracerebral 
grafts in the expected coordinates. The grafts were ovoid in shape, however their exact 
outlines could not be always demonstrated easily, as seen on Fig. 1A. Especially when 

observing grafts in later time points of 
the experiment (as the case with the de-
picted on the figure graft) the astroglial 
envelope around the transplant was seen 
as a dense meshwork, which completely 
obscured the view of the graft-host in-
terface. In cases of TH staining, the graft 
cores themselves were not contrasted 
against the background of the host stri-
atum and their outlines could be only 
roughly traced thanks to the presence of 
stained cellular elements.

The observation using oblique 
light microscopy revealed that the graft 
cores possessed significantly different 
light scattering properties. The grafts 
appeared as uniformly darker objects, 
contrasted against the silvery, lighter but 
heterogeneous striatal tissue (Fig. 1B). 
The contrast between graft and host 
tissue was especially superb in sites of 

Fig. 1. Low-power microphotographs (4x) of 
the same GFAP-stained intracerebral graft, 
observed using bright field microscopy (A) and 
oblique light microscopy (B). gr – graft, str – 
striatum, lv – lateral ventricle. 
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contact between the transplants and the fibers of the internal capsule. In the same time, 
the DAB-stained (immunopositive) elements did not obscure the picture in any way, 
merely casting a shadow, as demonstrated on Fig. 1B.

Discussion and Conclusions

The present report is the first one to describe the use of oblique light microcopy for 
demonstration of intracerebral grafts. The differences of the light-scattering properties 
of gray and white matter of the CNS have been demonstrated before. The property of 
white matter tracts to appear differently in dark field microscopy depending on their 
direction relative to the plain of histological section is also known [10]. However, neither 
dark field microscopy, nor oblique light microscopy have been used to demonstrate the 
very outlines of intracerebral grafts.

We attribute our observations to the considerable differences of the extracellular 
matrix in the grafted tissue and in the native brain parenchyma [6]. The preparation of 
the cell suspension used for transplantation involves intensive washing, which causes 
considerable dissociation of the tissue and loss of extracellular matter [8]. It is possible 
that in a later time point following transplantation the consolidation of the graft might 
lead to a change in the appearance of the transplanted tissue. We, however, could not 
demonstrate this in the relatively early moment (28 days) following grafting

The proposed method for visualization of intracerebral grafts is fast, easy to apply 
and reproduce, and does not require any special equipment or histological preparations. 
This microscopy technique is particularly useful in studies focused on the graft-host 
interface, because its application allows for uncomplicated determining of its course. A 
limitation of the method might be the fact that only low-power objective lenses can be 
used with it; however, we did not find this to be of any practical disadvantage. Validation 
of the method is needed for studies involving longer follow-ups following grafting, as 
well as such with different transplantation sites.
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